ABSTRACT

This research focused on "Segmentation Basis: A Study of Product Attributes
and Shoppers' Perception of Values on Jewelry Selection at ·world Trade Center,
Bangkok."

With increasing market players in jewelry industry, competitions are

getting more intense. Additionally, customers are continuously changing their attitudes
and perceptions so it is vital for jewelers to understand the customers. Statement of the
problem relating to this research is "What are the joint components of product
attributes and values on segmenting the jewelry selection?"

()
This survey research used convenience sampling method and applied conjoint
analysis (The full-profile approach). Sample size was 384 respondents. The
respondents shop for jewelry at World Trade Center, Bangkok. The data collection
tool of this research was questionnaire and raw data computed by SPSS 11.0
(Statistical Package for the Social Sciences) for window. This research studied product
attributes of jewelry, customer value and market value and analyzed it by using
conjoint analysis.

Result of statistical analysis involves demographic segmentation and benefit
segmentation. The test of demographic segmentation is not statistically significant
because the result, rank of the product attributes, is homogeneous. It is unable to see
the difference between the segments. Therefore, benefit segmentation, that have price
as the core, is applied to analyze the data. The research is able to address statement of
the problem and the objectives of the study were achieved in three important finding
results as follows: First objective, the researcher studies the element of product

attributes relevant to jewelry selection which are 1. Shape of stone (round, square,
heart, oval, and pear). 2. Type of stone (diamond, pearl and ruby) 3. Type of jewelry
(ring, earring, pendant&necklace, blacelet&bangle and brooch) 4. Type of material
(two-tone, gold plated, yellow gold 22K, yellow gold 18K, and white gold 18K).
Second objective, the researcher is able to synthesize market value (price) of jewelry
selection, which are above 160,000, 120,001-160,000, 80001-120,000, 40,001-80,000,
and below 40,000 Baht. And customer value (perception of customer) which are
variety of designs, product quality, shop's reliability, genuine certification, and
negotiable price. Third objective, the researcher is able to determine the joint property
of product attributes and value on jewelry selection based on a segmentation basis. In
prices above-160,000 Baht, jewelry attribute should be round, diamond, variety of
designs, ring, and two-tone. In prices 120,001-160,000 Baht, jewelry attribute should
be square, pearl, product quality, earring, and gold plated. In prices 80001-120,000
Baht, jewelry attribute should be heart, ruby, shop's reliability, pendant&necklace, and
yellow gold 22K.
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